SmartVision2, the Only Android 6.0 Smartphone, Designed & Made in France, Dedicated to Visually Impaired

Optimized Accessibility thanks to Android 6.0
Fully accessible user interface and easy access to all applications available on the PlayStore

Choice of 3 Control Modes for an accommodating use
- An intuitive and ergonomic keypad with a central navigation pad, 4 Android keys and 2 dedicated keys to pick-up and hang-up a call
- A 4" touchscreen with a high resolution of 480 x 800 pixels
- A natural language based voice command through a dedicated button

Vision and Recognition Aids
- An easy to browse customizable home page with applications, widgets and contact names
- A feature to magnify focused text with choice of size, contrast and scroll speed
- A multi-format e-book creator and reader (incl. PDF, Daisy, ePUB formats)
- A dedicated hardware with 2 built-in LED's, proximity and light sensors for a high quality OCR, an accurate color detector and a video magnifier with 7x zoom and 9 contrasts
- A NFC application to identify objects using contactless technology

Security and Comfort wherever you are
- An Internet based Remote Assistance mode allowing the person of your choice to remotely access your SmartVision2 from his/her computer and assist you wherever you are
- A dedicated SOS button to automatically call or send geo-localized text messages to chosen contacts in case of emergency

Created by KAPSYS
The specialist of digital solutions for mobility and communication
KEY FEATURES

Unique Android 6.0 Smartphone designed and manufactured in France with keypad, 4" touchscreen and voice command

USER INTERFACE

• Easy to select listed menu with large icons
• A natural language based voice command
• Clear and powerful voice synthesis with premium voices
• Screen navigation using "explore by touch" feature with a set of predefined command and gestures
• 3 control modes available: physical keypad touchscreen and voice command

MAIN FUNCTIONS

• Phone, Messages, Emails, Agenda, Alarm, Calculator, People, Internet, PlayStore, Notes
• Easy to browse customizable home page with applications, widgets and contact names New!
• Keypad shortcuts i.e.: speed dialing, accessibility menu, and phone status information
• Compatible with any network operator

ASSISTANCE AND SAFETY

• Internet based remote assistance mode
• Emergency calls and/or location based emergency SMS with a dedicated SOS button
• User guide and starting tutorial

AIDS FOR VISION AND RECOGNITION

• A feature to magnify focused text with choice of size, contrast and scroll speed New!
• Video magnifier 7x zoom and 9 contrasts
• Choice of font sizes
• Accurate color detector
• Light detector New!
• Contactless NFC technology
• Import/Export of accessibility profiles New!

ENTERTAINMENT

• Music player
• FM Radio, Webradio
• Voice Recorder/Player
• Front and rear video camera New!